Pansy Patch Bundle Card
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To order any of the supplies used in this tutorial contact me at sharon@inkup.us or shop in my
store here!
Supplies:
 Stamps:Pansy Patch #154999
 Ink: Evening Evergreen #155576, Blushing Bride #147100, Calypso Coral #147101
 Paper: Soft Succulent #155574, Pale Papaya #155668, Basic White #159276, Blushing
Bride #131198, Calypso Coral #122925, Evening Evergreen #155574, Bumblebee
#153077
 Designer Paper: Pansy Petals #155807
 Tools & Accessories: Pansy Dies #155680, Hammered Metal Embossing Folder
#150646, Cut & Emboss Machine #149653, Paper Trimmer #152392, Dimensionals
#104430, Stampin’ Seal #152813
 Other: 2021-2023 In Color Jewels #155571
Measurements:
 Card Base: Soft Succulent 8 ½” x 5 ½”
 Cardstock #2:Pale Papaya 5 ¼” x 4”
 Cardstock #3: Basic White 5 ¼” x 4” and 2 ¼” x 3 1’4”
 Scraps of Blushing Bride, Calypso Coral, Soft Succulent and Evening Evergreen for die
cuts
 Designer Series Paper: Floral Strip 1 ¼” x 5 ¼”, Pale Papaya Gingham 3 ¾” tall x 2 ¾”
wide

Instructions:
 Fold Soft Succulent card base in half to form card base.
 Take panel of Pale Papaya cardstock and run through the Hammered Metal Embossing
folder using the Cut & Emboss machine. Adhere to the card front with Stampin’ Seal.
 Take floral strip of DSP measuring 1 ¼” tall x 5 ¼” long and adhere to the Pale Papaya
embossed panel.
 Take rectangle of Pale Papaya Gingham measuring 3 ¾” tall and 2 ¾” wide and adhere
to the left side of the card front.
 Stamp “Happy Birthday” in Evening Evergreen Ink on the Basic White rectangle
measuring 2 ¼” tall x 3 ¼” wide, stamping at the bottom left of the rectangle.
 Using the Pansy dies, but two pansy petals out of Blushing Bride cardstock, and one
large pansy piece. Cut two edge pieces using Calypso Coral, as well as one Pansy
layering piece and one pansy center piece. Cut two leaves out of Soft Succulent
cardstock and two leaf accent pieces out of Evening Evergreen cardstock. Cut flower
center out of Bumblebee cardstock. Assemble pansy and leaves, adhering to white
rectangle. Adhere completed panel to the card front using dimensionals.
 Add 3 Evening Evergreen In Color Gems on the right side of the card below the floral
DSP strip.
 Stamp “Wishing you a little extra happiness just because you’re you” stamp on the
Basic White piece measuring 5 ¼” x 4”. Stamp a medium pansy base in Blushing Bridge
ink on the bottom left corner, and the matching accent stamp in Calypso Coral. Use the
same two stamps to stamp the corner of your envelope if desired. Glue the stamped
panel to the inside of the card base.


